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Sign of the cosw conductance term in Josephson tunneling
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~Received 27 August 1999!

Unlike the Josephson supercurrent,j c sinf, the quasiparticle conductance current (s01s1 cosw)V, of a
Josephson junction is dissipative. For many years the theoretical consensus has been thats1 must be positive.
The discrepancy in sign between belief and observation is resolved herein by showing that the theoretical sign
of s1 is, in fact, negative.
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The purpose of this study is to determine the theoret
sign of the cosw conductance term of a Josephson junctio
The tunneling current across a superconductor-insula
superconductor junction has both a supercurrent and a d
pative current:1

j 5 j c sinw1~s01s1 cosw!V, ~1!

whenw is the phase difference. (s0 ands1 depend onT and
the voltageV.! j c(T) is the critical supercurrent. The theo
retical sign ofs1 has long been controversial.2 Twenty-one
years later the question was still viewed as unresolved.3

Microscopic theories ofs1 have been reviewed, for ex
ample, by Harris,4 and by Langenberg.5 The consensus is
thats1 is positive and of magnitude similar tos0. However,
s1 was measured by studying the resonance width of
Josephson plasmon, ands1 was found to be negative.6 This
result has been confirmed in many subsequent experime7

~For T.0.98Tc the sign becomes positive8!. Some have at-
tempted to change the predicted sign from positive to ne
tive by postulating Lorentzian broadening of the density-
states singularity at6D, caused by small-scale inhomo
genities.9 References to other work invoking lifetime broa
ening are given by Barone and Paterno`.7 Antithetical to such
effort is the theorem of Lewis,10 who showed that scatterin
by impurities and other static lattice imperfections does
cause lifetime broadening.

The dissipative current can be calculated by summing
golden-rule transitions for quasiparticle tunneling. The tu
neling Hamiltonian is

Ht5(
k,q

~Tkqaq↑
† ak↑1Tkq* a2q↓

† a2k↓

1Tkq* ak↑
† aq↑1Tkqa2k↓

† a2q↓!, ~2!

where electronk states are on the left side of the junction a
q states are on the right.~The tunneling is taken to be spi
independent. Allk’s andq’s are vectors.! The first two terms
take an electron from left to right; and the last two take
electron from right to left.

Now, each BCS state is determined by selecting one
the four operators of each quartet of possibilities fork on the
left andq on the right side of the junction:

Ak :uk1vka2k↓
† ak↑

† , Aq :uq1vqa2q↓
† aq↑

† , ~3!
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Bk :ak↑
† , Bq :aq↑

† ,

Ck :a2k↓
† , Cq :a2q↓

† ,

Dk :vk2uka2k↓
† ak↑

† , Dq :vq2uqa2q↓
† aq↑

† .

The A’s are the ground pairs; theD ’s are the excited pairs
and theB’s and C’s are the fragments of broken pairs~in
BCS notation!. When the phase difference,w, between right
and left is zero, alluk ,vk ,uq ,vq can be taken to be real an
positive.

Consider now an elastic~spin-up! quasiparticle transition
between an initial state,

F i5ak↑
† ~uq1vqa2q↓

† aq↑
† !Fw , ~4!

and a final state,

F f5~uk1vka2k↓
† ak↑

† !aq↑
† Fw , ~5!

whereFw is the product of all other selected options fro
Eq. ~3! acting on the vacuum state.~We need not conside
the alternative final state, involving the excited pairDk ,
since we assume the voltage,V,2D/e.! The matrix element
of the transition is,

Mkq5^F f uHtuF i&. ~6!

The first term ofHt contributesTkqukuq . The second and
third terms each give zero. The fourth term contribu
2Tkqvkvq . Accordingly,

Mkq5Tkq~ukuq2vkvq!. ~7!

The negative of this result is obtained ifF i andF f in Eqs.
~4! and ~5! employ the excited-pair states of Eq.~3! instead
of the ground-pair states.

The minus sign in Eq.~7! is the same as the minus sig
first derived by BCS~Ref. 11! for quasiparticle transitions
that do not flip the electron spin. The sign would be positi
on the other hand, for spin-flip processes that cause nuc
spin relaxation. The Hebel-Slichter peak12 in the NMR relax-
ation rate of Al~just belowTc) established the existence o
the singularity in the quasiparticle density of states at6D.
Were it not for the minus sign in the coherence factor of E
~7!, ultrasonic attenuation would also exhibit a Hebe
Slichter peak. (Tkq in this context is that for electron-phono
interactions, which are spin independent. Also,k andq states
are not then spatially separated.!

An abrupt decrease in ultrasonic attenuation belowTc was
first observed by Bo¨mmel in Pb.13 Similar behavior was soon
3040 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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found in Sn~Ref. 14! and In,15 and ultimately also in Al.16

The juxtaposition of the temperature dependence of N
relaxation~having a Hebel-Slichter peak! with that for ultra-
sonic attenuation~which falls precipitously! provided the
earliest extraordinary evidence for the fundamental valid
of BCS theory. The minus sign in the coherence factor of
~7! is, therefore, both historic and far reaching.

The ~near! isolation of the two sides of a Josephson jun
tion allows a relative phase difference,w, to occur. This
phase difference is embodied by letting

vq→vqeiw. ~8!

The square magnitude of the transition matrix element
~7! is then

uM kqu25uTkqu2~uk
2uq

21vk
2vq

222ukvkuqvq cosw!. ~9!
ti
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For quasiparticles near the Fermi energy,uk ,vk ,uq ,vq

;1/A2, so

uM kqu2;
1

2
uTkqu2~12 cosw!. ~10!

The cosw term is negative and has a magnitude compara
to the constant term~as is observed experimentally6.! The
conductance term of Eq.~1! involves ~multiplicatively!
uM kqu2, the thermal factors~which depend onV), the
density-of-states factors for golden-rule transitions, and
quasiparticle effective charge. OnlyuM kqu2 depends onw.17

The foregoing observations are sufficient for the purpo
of this paper. The sign of the cosw conductance term is
negative for the same reason that ultrasonic attenuation
not display a Hebel-Slichter peak.

I am grateful to Nigel Goldenfeld for calling my attentio
to the ‘‘sign of the cosw conductance’’ problem.
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